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1. Background

Spatial distortion

Polar boundary discontinuity

Side boundary discontinuitySide boundary discontinuity



2. Related Work: SphereNet

Strength: Project nearby pixels to a tangent plane, so regular CNNs can be adopted.
Weakness:  Low parallelism, heavy computation overhead.



2. Related Work: Spherical Transformer

Strength: Resolve spatial distortion and discontinuity.
Weakness:  Imperfect projection; unfeasible to planar images.



3. Our method: Overview of PanoSwin

1. Side boundary discontinuity can be overcome by removing the attention masks. 
2. a. => b. : our pano-style shift windowing scheme overcomes polar  boundary discontinuity.
3. a. => c. : Pitch Attention lets a distorted window to “see” its original appearance to resolve spacial distortion.



3. Our method: A pano-style shift windowing scheme

Pano-style Shift Windowing scheme (PSW) consists of three steps: 
    1. Horizontally shift the image to enable the left/right side continuity.
    2. Split the image in half and rotate the right half by 180°  counterclockwise to enable the north pole continuity.
    3. Vertically shift the image to enable the south pole continuity.



3. Our method: Pitch Attention

Pitch Attention module (PA) consists of three steps: 
    1. Rotate the pitch of the panorama by 90°.
    2. Sample a new window in the rotated panorama for each original window..
    3. Perform window attention between original and new windows.



3. Our method: Panoramic Rotation

Sph(P) gives the Cartesian coordinate for a point P.



3. Our method: Two-stage Learning Paradigm

Note that PanoSwin is divised to be compatible with planar images, so common knowledge can be 
easily transferred from planar images to panoramas via a two-stage learning paradigm and a KP loss.



4. Results: Qualitative Comparison 
SPH-Cifar10 classification 360Indoor Object detection

Inference Time 



4. Results: Qualitative Comparison 

spatial distortion boundary discontinuity



Thanks!


